The Starry Night Texture (SNT) is a new surface texture that renders painted objects invisible against a similarly painted background, in static monocular views. Object shape and location become visible when motion parallax or stereo cues are provided. SNT consists of a great many high luminosity spots, each tiny in size, distributed randomly (using the uniform distribution) on an otherwise dark surface. The spots are indistinguishable from point sources when imaged, yielding a Starry Night Image (SNI). A single number (the "densintensity") characterizes the expected number of spots of criterion luminance or brighter, per unit area. To achieve invariance of the image statistics across changes in surface distance, the luminance of the spots is distributed as the square of reciprocal luminance. To achieve invariance across slants, spots are flat on the surface. The resulting Starry Night Image (SNI) is itself an SNT.
